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Utilizing natural diversity to evolve protein function:
applications towards thermostability
Megan F Cole1 and Eric A Gaucher1,2
Protein evolution relies on designing a library of sequences that

capture meaningful functional diversity in a limited number of

protein variants. Several approaches take advantage of the

sequence space already explored through natural selection by

incorporating sequence diversity available from modern

genomes (and their ancestors) when designing these libraries.

The success of these approaches is, partly, owing to the fact

that modern sequence diversity has already been subjected to

evolutionary selective forces and thus the diversity has already

been deemed ‘fit to survive’. Five of these approaches will be

discussed in this review to highlight how protein engineers can

use evolutionary sequence history/diversity of homologous

proteins in unique ways to design protein libraries.
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Introduction
The engineering of proteins to improve or modify

enzyme properties is often necessary or desirable for

many industrial and biomedical applications. The most

common approach used by researchers to obtain desired

enzymatic functions involves generating a library of

sequence variants, screening or selecting for the best

variants, and repeating this process as many times as

necessary [1]. The success of this approach, termed

protein engineering/evolution, relies on the size and

quality of the variant library used. Complete coverage

of sequence space is often infeasible for even relatively

short protein sequences and large library sizes can restrict

the screening/selection assays amenable to a study.

Library design is thus a crucial component affecting

the success of protein evolution studies.
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One approach to library design is to exploit the diversity

that millions or billions of years of natural selection

provides us. Nature samples a large amount of sequence

space and natural selection typically selects against unfit

variants during the course of a protein’s evolution across

time and phyla. This selection can generate modified

behaviors or properties within a homologous gene family

either through gene duplication and diversification or

through adaptation of orthologous sequence among

species. Scientists can exploit this by designing variants

that sample across modern species’ sequence diversity

and backwards in time through the evolutionary history of

a gene family to capture functional diversity while

excluding the many deleterious mutations already

weeded out by natural selection.

Design strategies guided by evolutionary sequence infor-

mation range from recombining modern sequences to

entirely resurrecting ancestral sequences. The compo-

sition of a variant library depends on where along the

continuum of sequence history and diversity an approach

lies. One metric for assessing libraries is ‘functional

information content’ [2], which measures the number

of sequences that pass some threshold for functionality

in relation to the total relevant sequence space. There-

fore, libraries that contain a high number of variants

exhibiting a desired property, in a small overall library

size, have high functional information content. This

review will discuss a number of successful approaches

that exploit sequence history and diversity in unique ways

to design variant libraries, will highlight their strengths for

certain applications such as thermostability, and discuss

their relative functional information contents (Table 1).

DNA shuffling
The field of protein evolution was revolutionized with the

invention of DNA shuffling (Figure 1) [3]. In this approach,

a pool of homologous sequences are randomly fragmented

and recombined via PCR. Generally a pool of modern

protein sequences are used to create a variant library com-

posed of novel combinations of these extant sequences.

Improved approaches, such as synthetic shuffling, have

since been introduced to eliminate recombination biases

and allow for independent reshuffling of amino acids [4].

DNA shuffling has been used with great success in many

applications [5,6]. One study that highlights the power of

the unbiased nature of this approach used DNA shuffling

on the industrially relevant enzyme Chitinase and found

that the amino acid replacements that generated improved
Current Opinion in Chemical Biology 2011, 15:399–406
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Table 1

Summary of approaches

Approach Methodology Use of sequence

information

Functional

information content

References

DNA Shuffling Variants created by recombination

among extant sequences

Relies only on modern

sequence diversity

Low [3–8,39]

Consensus Sequence Most common amino acid at sites

is used across whole protein or a

select number of residues are

incorporated into extant sequence

Relies only on modern

sequence diversity

Moderate [9–12]

Ancestral Sequence

Resurrection (ASR)

Computationally infer and

experimentally resurrect ancestral

sequences

Uses wide range of

both sequence history

and diversity

Moderate [13–20]

Ancestral Mutation

Method (AMM)

Replace ancestral residues

into an extant protein sequence

Uses a single modern

sequence and a subset

of its ancestral residues

High [27,28,29,30��]

Reconstructing Evolutionary

Adaptive Paths (REAP)

Replace ancestral residues

associated with functional

divergence into a modern

protein sequence

Uses a single modern

sequence and a subset

of its ancestral residues

High [31,33,35]
activity lay outside the substrate binding pocket and

the catalytic region [7]. These residues probably would

not have been predicted de novo to be important for

activity. DNA shuffling was also notably used to

engineer plants resistant to the pesticide glyphosate

by evolving a glyphosate acetyltransferase [8]. Through

eleven rounds of shuffling, enzyme activity was

increased by four orders of magnitude, enough to confer

strong resistance.

DNA shuffling is a powerful approach that fully exploits

the known sequence and functional diversity of a protein

family. A major drawback, however, is that it generates

very large libraries and thus may not be amenable to

all studies depending on resources and assays. It is thus

important to be able to cull the sequence diversity
Figure 1
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contained within extant sequences. Four such approaches

are presented below.

Consensus sequence
One way to cull extant sequence information is to gen-

erate a consensus sequence (Figure 1). This approach first

determines the most commonly used amino acid found in

extant organisms at each position in a sequence alignment

and then incorporates these residues across the length of

the sequence when engineering a consensus protein.

Consensus amino acids can also be used to replace indi-

vidual residues in an extant protein sequence to create a

library of consensus variants.

This approach has proven useful for engineering various

proteins with increased stabilities [9,10�]. For instance,
REAPequence
uction

Ancestral Mutation
Method
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Lehmann et al. used the consensus approach to improve

the thermostability of fungal phytase since no naturally

occurring phytases had been identified with the thermo-

stability required for use in animal foodstocks [11]. Thir-

teen fungal sequences were used to design a consensus

protein that had both normal catalytic capabilities and a

15–22 8C increase in thermostability. Another study used

a library of consensus variants to generate variants of the

b-lactamase enzyme having improved thermal and

proteolytic stabilities [12].

The strength of the consensus approach relies both on its

utility to improve thermostability (a common target of

protein engineering studies) as well as its straightforward

implementation. Libraries as small as a single variant can

result in successful identification of improved proteins.

Another benefit to this approach is that it can engineer

thermophilic enzymes derived solely from mesophilic

sequences. The drawback to the approach, however, is

that a consensus sequence is a heuristic of a true ancestral

sequence thus it is neither able to account for the context-

dependent nature of amino acids in proteins (epistasis)

nor has a consensus sequence been subjected to natural

selection at any point in evolutionary history.

Ancestral sequence reconstruction
Reconstructing ancestral sequences has the potential to

overcome some of the limitations associated with a con-

sensus sequence (Figure 1). Ancestral Sequence Recon-

struction (ASR), first suggested by Pauling and

Zuckerkandl in 1963 [13], consists of aligning extant

protein sequences, building a phylogenetic tree to deter-

mine evolutionary relationships and then inferring ances-

tral amino acid states at nodes in the phylogeny using

Parsimony or Bayesian probability [14]. The inferred

sequences of any of the ancestral proteins at some or

all nodes in the phylogeny can then be synthesized in the

laboratory to form a library of variants.

The application of ASR for protein engineering studies is

new compared to DNA shuffling and consensus, but

several groups have already used ancestral sequence re-

construction to explore the evolution and diversification

of protein properties during the course of evolutionary

history [15�,16]. One such study resurrected variants of

the Elongation Factor Tu (EF-Tu) protein family and

found a striking trend between thermostability and geo-

logic time [17�]. The most ancient ancestral proteins were

the most thermostable. Other studies using ASR include

the resurrection of the ancestral glucocorticoid and miner-

alcorticoid receptors to gain insights into the nature of

protein evolution and diversification of ligand binding

[18], the resurrection of ancient fluorescent proteins to

understand phenotypic diversification and functional

divergence [19], and a study of the functional evolution

of a protein involved in type-2 diabetes, glucagon-like

peptide-1 [20].
www.sciencedirect.com 
Ancestral sequence reconstruction offers the benefit of

small library sizes but is limited by the properties of

ancestral proteins. This approach may be most useful

for designing more thermostable and/or acid-tolerant

proteins since it is hypothesized that ancient life lived

in hotter and more acidic environments [21–23].

Additionally, ancestral sequences may prove to be a

better ‘parent’ sequence for use in protein evolution

libraries as they often have increased stability and more

biochemical promiscuity [24��,25]. However, ancestral

sequence reconstruction also has two significant limita-

tions. First, computational inferences are limited by the

available extant sequences and their correct alignments.

Thus, an ancestor dating back to the last common ances-

tor of a domain of life can only be inferred when hom-

ologous sequences exist in a sufficient number of extant

organisms from multiple domains of life. Another limita-

tion is the difficulty in handling insertions, deletions, or

sequence regions that cannot be correctly aligned. How-

ever, both of these issues will become less of a concern as

more protein sequences continue to be added to data-

bases and as our understanding of the evolution of inser-

tion and deletion events increases [26].

Ancestral mutation method
An approach related to ancestral sequence reconstruction

is the ancestral mutation method (AMM) (Figure 1),

which introduces ancestral residues into a modern protein

sequence. This approach thus places ancestral residues

within the framework of a protein in which all other

residues are provided by a modern sequence. Potential

benefits of this approach are that it can combine useful

properties of modern and ancestral sequences and that it

allows the researcher control over the library size. How-

ever, the crux of ancestral mutation method is in selecting

which ancestral residues to introduce into a library.

This approach has been applied to a handful of proteins to

improve thermostability [27]. In one application, ances-

tral residues were placed into a modern 3-isopropylmalate

dehydrogenase and of the variants tested, five had

increased thermostability over the wild-type protein

[28]. The method was also used on Glycyl-tRNA synthe-

tase from Thermus thermophilus and the majority of the

variants assayed displayed higher thermostability and

even higher activity than the wild-type protein [29]. In

another study, this approach was applied to a mesophilic

enzyme, b-amylase, to identify a variant with higher

thermostability and activity [30��].

This approach will probably prove useful where charac-

teristics of both modern and ancestral proteins are

desired. For example, if a particular extant enzyme has

a unique substrate specificity but is not particularly ther-

mostable, AMM would be a useful approach to introduce

higher thermostability into this protein while maintaining

its enzymatic characteristics. However, for this approach
Current Opinion in Chemical Biology 2011, 15:399–406
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to be broadly used it will be necessary to define good

strategies for identifying which specific residues should

be selected for replacement.

Reconstructing Evolutionary Adaptive Paths
One approach for selecting a subset of modern residues to

replace with ancestral residues in an extant sequence is

Reconstructing Evolutionary Adaptive Paths (REAP)

(Figure 1) [31]. This approach uses signatures of func-

tional divergence found within the phylogenetic

sequence history of a protein family to identify a specific

set of sites that are likely to alter a protein’s function

[32–34]. An example of such a sequence signature is

where an amino acid residue differs either in its identity

or in its conservation between two subfamilies of a

phylogeny. The underlying assumption of the REAP

approach is that when such a difference is present be-

tween two subfamilies in a tree, that the branch connect-

ing the two subfamilies has experienced functional

divergence and thus the residues changing along the

branch may be responsible for functional divergence of

the homologous proteins between the two subfamilies.

REAP has already demonstrated utility in a study of

family A DNA polymerases [35��]. This work exploited

the observation that viral polymerases have a higher

substrate promiscuity than non-viral polymerases to

engineer a Taq polymerase variant capable of accepting

a non-standard nucleoside. A library containing only 93

variants based on the evolutionary REAP analysis was

used to identify a polymerase capable of incorporating a

useful non-standard nucleoside with high fidelity.

The strength of the REAP approach lies in its ability to

cull the large number of potential ancestral residues to a

subset that are most probably responsible for functional

divergence between homologous proteins. Such a quality

makes the REAP approach valuable because properties

from two functionally diverse subfamilies in a phylogeny

can be combined into a single protein. REAP is likely to

also prove valuable for gene duplication events where

researchers want to identify the residues responsible for

functional innovation after the divergence of two para-

logous protein families resulting from either subfunctio-

nalization or neofunctionalization.

Applications towards thermostability
Enhanced thermostability is one of the most common

properties desired as output from a protein engineering

study. Many industrial and biomedical applications

require enzymes with activity at high temperatures for

greater chemical control or overall stability for long-term

usage or storage. As such, there has been great interest in

isolating proteins from thermophilic or hyperthermophi-

lic organisms over the years, and many such enzymes are

either currently used for these applications or served as

the parent protein for a protein engineering/evolution
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study [36]. However, there remains a need for effective

strategies to design or evolve increased thermostability

since not all protein families are present in thermophiles

and since thermophilic enzymes often do not have

optimal characteristics such as a particular substrate speci-

ficity or activity required for industry or biomedicine.

Enzyme stability is a determinant of protein fitness. For

many globular proteins from microscopic organisms, ther-

mostability is dictated by environmental temperature

[37]. Thus, an organism living in a hot environment

contains proteins that are thermostable. Conversely, an

organism living in a cooler environment contains proteins

that are unstable at high temperatures (mesostable).

Extant sequence diversity and evolutionary history of a

protein can thus reveal valuable information about amino

acid patterns contributing to a protein’s stability. The

approaches described in this review each exploit the

sequence diversity provided by natural selection to

design variant libraries for protein engineering. Here

we can examine experimental applications for some of

the approaches discussed above towards engineering

thermostability in Elongation Factor Tu (EF-Tu)

proteins.

EF-Tu is an essential protein necessary for translation

and whose thermostability is linearly correlated to the

optimal growth temperature of its host organism [17�,37].

Bacterial EF-Tu sequences were previously collected

and used to make a phylogenetic tree and subsequently

reconstruct ancestral sequences (Figure 2a). We compu-

tationally generated and experimentally synthesized four

EF-Tu variants; the extant E. coli sequence, the bacterial

consensus EF-Tu, an ASR of the Last Bacterial Common

Ancestor (LBCA), and an E. coli sequence with some

ancestral mutations, AMM (Figure 2b). The AMM var-

iant was designed using residues from the inferred pro-

teobacteria ancestor (PBA) EF-Tu sequence, which has a

melting temperature of 57 8C. The goal then is to convert

a 39 8C protein (E. coli) into a 57 8C protein. Of the 69

total residues different between the PBA and E. coli EF-

Tu sequences, we picked the top 30 predicted to enhance

thermostability from physicochemical properties and

evolutionary parameters we and others have found to

be correlated among thermostable proteins (solvent

accessibility, interaction energies, hydrophobicity and

site-specific evolutionary conservation) [38]. The DNA

shuffling technique was not explored owing to the large

number of variants required for this approach, but DNA

shuffling has been successfully used previously to

improve protein thermostability [39]. REAP was also

not explored since this approach requires a functional

shift between at least two subfamilies in a phylogeny (e.g.

EF-Tu sequences with high melting temperatures in one

subfamily of the tree and low melting temperatures in

another subfamily) and there is currently not enough

diversity of sequence data among thermophilic branches
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 2
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Thermostability of EF-Tu variants.

(a) A phylogenetic tree of the EF-Tu family of proteins. Black circle denotes the E. coli node, red indicates nodes used to construct the consensus

sequence, green indicates the ancestral nodes leading back to a proteobacteria ancestor (PBA) circled in gray, and blue indicates the node for the last

bacterial common ancestor (LBCA). (b) A multiple sequence alignment of EF-Tu variant sequences. Colored boxes indicate residues differing between

the variant and extant E. coli sequences. (c) The protein variants were cloned, purified and their melting temperatures (in degrees Celcius) were

measured by circular dichroism.
to support this approach. However, the REAP approach

was able to improve thermostability of a DNA Polymer-

ase (data not shown [35��]).

The four EF-Tu variants were purified and assayed for

their melting temperatures using circular dichroism

(Figure 2c) as previously described [17�]. The LBCA

variant had the highest melting temperature, which is

more than 30 degrees higher than the extant E. coli
protein (73 8C vs. 39 8C). The consensus EF-Tu variant

also shows enhanced thermostability (60 8C) but not

as enhanced as the LBCA. The sequence identities
www.sciencedirect.com 
between E. coli versus the consensus and LBCA variants

are 86% and 72% respectively, and between the consen-

sus and LBCA is 76%. The observation that the AMM

variant did not display increased thermostability (35 8C)

demonstrates the difficulty in identifying sites to replace

using the AMM approach despite the fact that we incorp-

orated 30 of the 69 amino acid differences between the E.
coli and ancestral proteins.

In addition to the various melting temperature profiles, it

is equally important to note that each approach yielded a

folded protein. This observation alone demonstrates the
Current Opinion in Chemical Biology 2011, 15:399–406
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utility of using evolutionary sequence history and diver-

sity to guide protein design. The ability to constrain the

design of variants to properly folded protein space is a

benefit that eliminates much of the need to assay large

numbers of variants in protein engineering studies.

Conclusions
Each of the approaches described in this review takes

advantage of some of the sequence space already

explored over evolutionary time and screened via natural

selection. In so doing, these approaches increase the

functional information content of their libraries by having

a higher ratio of functional sequences to library size as

compared to random mutagenesis. The approaches do,

however, display a continuum of functional information

content (Figure 3).

DNA shuffling produces the largest libraries in terms of

functional sequence but also the largest in terms of

sequence space. This requires researchers to sample a

large number of variants to identify desired protein prop-

erties. As such, DNA shuffling has low functional infor-

mation content. In comparison, a library of consensus
Figure 3
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Exploiting evolutionary sequence information can increase functional

information content of variant libraries.

Diagram depicting how each of the approaches may relate to the

functional information content of their variant library designs.

Approaches such as REAP and AMM that can target a small set of

mutations to design proteins with desired properties have the potential

to have very high functional information content while approaches such

as DNA shuffling that require large library sizes generally have lower

functional information content.
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variants contains far fewer sequences than a shuffled

library yet also contains substantial functional diversity

and thus may contain improved functional information

content than a shuffled library. ASR further reduces both

sequence space and non-functional space while still pro-

viding functional diversity since these sequences pre-

sumably have already experienced some form of

natural selection in their evolutionary history. Functional

information content can be still further enhanced by

AMM and REAP especially when an ancestral protein

had properties different than its descendent proteins,

allowing AMM and REAP variants to contain beneficial

properties from both ancestral and modern proteins.

In determining which approach will yield the maximum

functional information content for a specific protein engin-

eering study, however, one must consider many factors

such as sequence availability, the number of variants

desired in a library, the type of selection/screen to be

employed, and the selective forces that governed the

evolution of a protein family, among other things. It is

important to note that an exhaustive DNA shuffling

library encompasses the libraries of each of the other four

approaches. Thus, with unlimited resources and time,

DNA shuffling would always be the preferred technique

when exploiting modern sequence information for

protein engineering studies. However, given that most

studies are limited in how many variants can be created

and screened by the allotted timeframe and budget, it is

often desirable to use one of the approaches with smaller

library size if possible.

It is also important to note that there are other successful

approaches to protein evolution that leverage additional

information beyond the sequence record, such as struc-

tural knowledge, to improve the functional information

content of libraries [40]. It is also necessary in some cases

to sample residues not found in nature in order to identify

a desired property. Nonetheless, we anticipate that

approaches that exploit sequence information would still

prove useful by serving as desirable parent (or seed)

sequences that could be randomly or selectively mutated

to screen residues not found in the sequence record in

attempt to generate a variant with the desired property.

It is clear that there will continue to be a need for protein

engineering, especially as fields such as synthetic biology

continue to develop. The approaches for variant design

described here demonstrate the great power in exploiting

what natural selection provides us in the sequence record.

While these approaches each utilize this information in

different ways, there is still a lot of room to develop

additional methods that cull the entirety of sequence

space to create libraries having optimal functional infor-

mation content. As more sequence data become available

each year the power of these techniques will be realized

as the need for additional ways to cull ever-expanding
www.sciencedirect.com
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sequence databases becomes imperative. We anticipate

that these and other approaches that make use of this

sequence information will continue to aid the specifically

engineering of new proteins and the emerging field of

‘evolutionary synthetic biology’ in general [33].
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